
ResultsIntroduction
• Food cue reactivity (FCR) in food reward regions 

is larger in the fasted state

• Common assumption that FCR is best measured 

in the fasted state, although inter-individual 

differences might be larger after a pre-load

• Reliability of FCR in the fasted state was reported 

to be only mediocrea
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Methods

• 31 participants

• meanBMI = 24.81 (± 2.89)

• Reliability analyses with fmreli toolboxb

• Common global and local measures of

reliability
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Research question:

• What is the optimal metabolic state of a 

participant for FCR measurements?

• Does metabolic state have an impact on the 

reliability of FCR?
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Overlap of significantly 

activated voxels increases after 

glucose administration

Supported by:                        SM80/5‐1 & /5‐2 & fortüne #2453-0-0 

Reliability and variability in ROIs increase after glucose

Change of reliability is 

associated with change 

in variability

Representational similarity increases after glucose 

administration

rcorr amp = 0.257 

p = .003

• Metabolic state is a critical factor for the reliability 

of FCR because it affects inter-individual variability

• More evidence for the implications of variability in 

the brain signal (variability ≠ just noise)

• Further research will be required to identify optimal 

states in the search for biomarkers

• Large signal amplitudes and strong group 

statistics are not necessarily indicative of 

greater reliability
• Following a caloric pre-load, reliability of FCR 

is largest, as inter-individual differences are 

maximized
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post > pre:

Χ2(1, N = 31) = 4.964, p = .024


